LIAL

UNCLUTTER RESOLUTION
LOVE IN ACTION | LOVE IS A LIFESTYLE

OBJECTIVE

ROI

Decluttering improves focus,
spirit, and mood. Start your love
in action plan in an uncluttered
space.

TIME TO LOVE • SENSE OF REWARD

SKILLS

DESIGN STYLE UNCOVERED

Rejuvenate lifestyle
Uncover an enjoyable space

Can you see what you love? Can you distinguish the importance of a
matted hairbrush from your great aunt’s perfume bottle?
Let’s return the dignity of your favorite pieces and allow them to love
you.

Tailored assessment of your design style. Gather things learned from site
visit to draft a personalized interior design plan.

TAKE AWAY
COST
$25 initial consultation

LOVE PEOPLE • USE THINGS
When we let go, it allows others to as well. Be the role model for your
family and friends. Improve their lives with your first step to living clean.

PEACE OF MIND

WHAT?
Assessment What is tidy to you?
Support taking the first steps
Site visit to unclutter
Photo Album of donated items
Monitoring your clutter level

End the cycle of feeling unorganized. Regain peace of mind in half a day!

WHY LIAL?
Your life deserves love in action. Love Is A Lifestyle provides you, your
very own toolbox, which you can rely on for years to come.
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1. Assessment. What is tidy to you? Where do you fall on the tidy spectrum? LIAL will assess this with you.
Customizing your tidy comfort-level to our project goals. For example: I love an organized closet. But I am
unable to hang clothes by color, in the same direction, with hangers facing the same way for more than
two days! We will not take you to unfeasible levels of tidy. Your Unclutter Resolution will be manageable
and liberating, not a burden.
2. Support from me is here! I am available to coach you, as you wrap your mind around this adventure. I
have literature to recommend, podcasts to suggest, and vision-boarding exercises. Together we will
begin uncluttering your space and grounding you for greater self-care and love.
3. Site visit day is awesome. A-W-E-S-O-M-E!! Where our fostered relationship reveals the authentic love in
your space. Today is about opening your heart, mind and space. Expect lots of happi-phanies and growth!
4. Photo album. This ‘legacy gift’ is necessary for remembering the items that will begin a new adventure.
You can always have easy access to them in your stylish photo album.
5. Monitoring throughout the year is available to you. You can track your amelioration. Living clutter free
saves hearts! Share your successes and struggles so we can help spread the love.

Are you ready to reach out?
Breathe.
Pray.
Did your prayer include the words ‘help me’? I am here to help.
This is the first step in loving yourself. Give yourself the gift you cannot do alone.
Your neighbor,
Lucy
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